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ABSTRACT 
By investigating the powers of matrices used in quadratic forms and by replacing 
the standard trace function with the generalized trace (defined as the sum of the 
principal minors of a certain order of a matrix), generalizations of necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a quadratic form to be chi-square are established. Khatri [5] 
has established several matrix results which can be considered generalizations of 
Cochran’s theorem. These matrix results are further extended here, and their role in 
determining the statistical distribution of quadratic forms is shown when the quadratic 
forms involve the complex multivariate normal distribution. 
INTRODUCTION 
Much research has been done on generalizing Cochran’s theorem [3]. 
Since Cochran’s theorem is essentially a statistical statement of an algebraic 
theorem, generalizations of certain matrix results have led to several deriva- 
tions of it. Banejee and Nagase [2] and Styan [8] have both contributed in 
this area by using rather similar proofs to establish that for a square matrix A, 
A = A2 if A2 = A3 and rank A = tr A. Kbatri [5] generalized this result and 
established that for a square complex matrix A, A = A2 iff A” = Af for some 
positive integers s, t with s # t and rank A = trA. We further generalize this 
result and establish that for a square complex matrix A, A = A2 iff A*“‘A” = 
A*“Ak, where m, s, t and k are integers such that m + s # t + k and 
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trA = rank A. Also, we establish A = A2 and A = A* iff A*“A” = AkA*k, 
where m, s, and k are integers such that n + s # 2k and trA = rank A. In 
this paper, further generalizations of results in Khatri [5] are established, and 
their role in the statistical distribution theory of quadratic forms involving the 
complex multivariate normal distribution is presented. In addition, the gener- 
alized trace is shown to have a role in statistical distribution theory. While the 
trace function is less complicated to compute, the generalized trace function 
shows how general the theoretical necessary and sufficient conditions can be 
made for certain quadratic forms to be chi-square. As explained in Khatri [5], 
tr, A, the generalized trace, denotes the sum of principal minors of order r. 
The condition tr, _ i A = rank A = r > 1 can be used in many theorems in 
place of the condition trA = rank A. 
NOTATION 
Let A be a square complex matrix. Then by the Jordan decomposition 
theorem, A = P - ‘JP. The form of J is stated in Lemma 1. Now AC = P - ‘J’P 
is a conditional inverse of A, where J+ is the Moore-Penrose inverse of J. If A 
is Hermitian, then A” = A+. For integer (Y > 0, define A- a = (A’)“. Hence 
A-“=(P-lJtP)“= P-l(J+)aP. If A is Hermitian, then A-Cr=(A+)a= 
(A*)+. A0 is defined to be the identity matrix. The complex multivariate 
normal distribution is defined in Goodman [4]. A* denotes the conjugate 
transpose of the matrix A. 
LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1 (Jordan decomposition theorem). Let A be a square matrix of 
order N. Then there exists a nonsingular matrix P such that 
where A. = (A($) such that X(Ab, = Xi, an eigenvalue of A; h(A), + 1 = C,, for 
1~ OL < 1;’ - 1, Ci, = 0 or 1; and other X(ib’s are zero. The val&e of rj is the 
number of times the eigenvahe hi is repeated. 
Proof. Rao [ 71. n 
LEMMAS. Let A be an N x N matrix. Let x be an N X 1 vector. If x*Ax 
is real for all complex vectors x, then A is Hermitian. 
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Proof. 
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A + A* A-A* A+A* 
A= 
i( A - A*)i 
-----++------_~- 
2 2 2 2 * 
Let 
A + A* 
B=- 
2 
and C= (A-2A*)i. 
Then A = B - iC. Now both B and C are Hermitian. So for all x, x*Bx is 
real and x*Cx is real. Since x*Ax is real, we must have x*Cx = 0 for all x. 
Therefore C = 0. Hence A is Hermitian. n 
LEMMA 3. Let all the eigenvalues of the squure matrix A have modulus 
less than or equal to one Suppose 
Pj Al ft (J) 
for r = rank A and for some 0 < j < r. Then the eigenvalues of A are X or 0, 
and [XI= 1. Furthermore, rank A is the number of noruero eigenvalues of A, 
and trA = X(rank A). 
Proof. Let A,, A, ,...) A, be the nonzero eigenvalues of A, k < r = 
rank A, and lXil < 1 for 1 <i < k. By Lemma 1, 
trj A=C$j)(Xilh,2ee. A,,), 
where xii) denotes the summation over integers 1~ i, < i, < . . . < ii < k for 
positive integer j < k, while trj A = 0 for j > k + 1. NOW, 
which shows that r = k and 
which implies XilXiz . . . Xii = c for all 1 q i, < is,. . . , ii < r, and where c has 
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magnitude equal to one. This shows that hi = A, = . . . = A, = X (say) and 
JAI = 1. Thus, Lemma 3 is proved. n 
NOTE. In Lemma 3, 
(1) if j = 1, and tr,A = trA = rank A, then h = 1; 
(2) if 2< j<r and either (trj_rA)/(trjA)aO or (trj+lA)/trjAaO, 
then X = 1; 
(3) if trj A is positive, then hi = 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let A be an N X N matrix and B = (A + A*)/2. Then 
rank A < rank B iff either (1) trP B2 # 0 and p = rank A or (2) tr,+ 1 AA* = 0 
and r = rank B. Further, if B = B’, then rank A < rank B iff trk+ 1 AA* = 0 
and k is the real part of tr A, while trA = rank A implies rank A = rank B. 
Proof. Let rank A = p and rank B = r. The above lemma is true for 
condition (l), since if p > r, then tr, B2 = tr, BB* = 0, which is impossible. 
Hence p < r. Then since r = rank BB*, we have trP B2 = tr, BB* f 0. Now 
assume condition (2). If p > r, rank AA* = rank A = p > r and all the non- 
zero eigenvalues of AA* are positive. Hence, trj AA* > 0 for all 0 < j < p and 
p > r. Then in particular, trr+ i AA* > 0, which is impossible. Hence p < r. 
Conversely, if rank A < rank B, then since rank A = rank AA*, trr+ i AA* = 0. 
Now assume B = B’. We have 
A + A* trA + trA 
rankB=trB=trp= = RetrA. 
2 2 
Taking k = Re tr A, we have k = rank B and therefore trk+ r AA* = 0 iff 
rank A < rank B. Finally assume trA = rank A. This implies trA is real. So we 
have tr B = tr A. Since tr B = rank B, we have trA = rank A implies rank A = 
rank B. n 
LEMMA 5. Let A = P ~ ‘JP by the Jordan decomposition theorem. Let (Y 
be a positive integer. Define A-* = P - l(]+ )*P. lf X # 0 is an eigenvalue 
and x a corresponding eigenvector of A, then A- % = X- 5~. 
Proof. By the Jordan decomposition theorem. n 
LEMMA 6. Let A be an N X N matrix with ones and zeros on its first 
superdiagonal above the muin diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Then A + = A*. 
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Proof. It is easy to verify that AA*A = A, that AA* and A*A are 
Hermitian, and that A*AA* = A*. Thus A+ = A*. n 
LEMMA 7. Let the N x N matrix A have ones along the first superdiago- 
nal above the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere. If k < N, then Ak has ones 
along the kth superdiagonul above the muin diagonal and zeros elsewhere. If 
k > N, then Ak = 0. 
Proof. It is easy to see that A2 has ones along the second superdiagonal 
lbove the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Assume Akpl has ones along 
he k - lth superdiagonal above the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Then 
t is easy to see that Ak = A k ’ A has ones along the kth superdiagonal - . 
;bove the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Hence the result follows by 
nduction. n 
LEMMA 8. Let A be an N x N matrix with ones on the first superdiago- 
nal and zeros elsewhere. Let R be an N x N Hermitian positive definite 
matrix. Zf m and s are positive integers such that m f s, then h*“R A” cannot 
be a Hermitian matrix unless it is the zero matrix and A”’ = 0 or A” = 0. 
Proof. Let R and A be defined as in the above lemma. If either m or s 
is greater than or equal to N, then A*“RA’ is equal to zero by Lemma 7. So 
assume s< N and m< N. Let S~N_m~x~N_s~=(~ij) be a submatrix of 
R=(rij) such that sij=rij for i=1,2 ,..., N-m and j=1,2 ,..., N-s, 
where m and s are positive integers and m # s. By multiplication and by 
Lemma 7, it can be shown that 
0 mxs 0 
A*“RA” = 
rnX(N-s) 
O(N- rn)XS S (N-rn)X(N-s) I* 
Since R is positive definite, sll = rll > 0. Now, sll is in the m + lth row and 
s + lth column of A*“RA’. If A*mRRS were Hermitian, then sll would be 
equal to an element in the s + Ith row and m + lth column of A*“RR”. If 
s < m, then the element in the s + lth row and m + lth column of A*“‘RA’ 
is in Omx(N-sj. Otherwise if s > m, this element is in OcN_mjXs. But this 
contradicts rll > 0. Thus A*“RA” cannot be a Hermitian matrix unless it is 
the zero matrix. n 
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LEMMAS. Let A and R be defined as in Lemmu 8. Then A”RA” cannot 
be Hermitian for positive integers m and s, unless it is the zero matrix and 
A”=Oor~=O. 
Proof. Let A and R be defined as in the above lemma. If either m or s 
is greater than or equal to N, then A”RM is the zero matrix. So assume 
m -C N and s < N. Let StN_m)X(N_s) = (sij) be a submatrix of R = (T,~) such 
that sii = ri+,,,, j for i = 1,2,. . ., N - m and j = 1,2,. . . , N - s. Now by multi- 
plication and Lemma 7, it can be shown that 
S[N+n)X(i%) 
0 rnX(N-s) I. 
If the first row of SCN_m)XCN_s) contained a diagonal element of R, then 
(AmRhs)* = A”RI1” would imply that this diagonal element of R was equal 
to zero. But the diagonal elements of R must be positive, since R is positive 
definite. So A”RA’ cannot be Hermitian if the first row of S,,_ m)XCN_ s) 
contains a diagonal element of R. Now assume that there is no diagonal 
element of R in the first row of S. Then the entire matrix S,, _ m)XCN ~ s) 
cannot contain a diagonal element of R. This implies that if ( AmRAs)* = 
A*RM, then the entire matrix S would have to be equal to the zero matrix. 
Thus the result follows. = 
LEMMA 10. Let A and R be defined as in Lemma 8. Then A*“RA” 
cannot be Hermitian for nonzero integers m and s such that m # s, unless it is 
equal to the zero matrix and Am = 0 or A” = 0. 
Proof. By Lemmas 8, 9, and 6. Note that A- a = (A+ )” = ( A*)a for 
(Y > 0. W 
LEMMA 11. Let A be an N x N matrix with ones or zeros on its jkst 
superdiagonal above the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Let R be an 
N X N Hermitian positive definite matrix. Zf m and s are nonzero integers 
such that s # m, then A*“Rk cannot be a Hermitian positive semidefinite 
matrix, unless it is equal to the zero matrix and A = 0 or Am = 0 or As = 0. 
Proof. Let A = diag(A,, A,,. . . , Ak), where each Ai is either equal to 
the zero matrix or else has ones on its first superdiagonal and zeros elsewhere. 
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Let the matrix R, as defined in the lemma, be 
where the dimension of R ii is equal to the dimension of A i. Now each matrix 
A*“R..M”. for i = 1 2 , , . . . , k cannot be Hermitian by Lemma 10. If A*“Rh” 
were Hermitian positive semidefinite, then the diagonal matrices of A*‘“RIZS 
would all be equal to zero matrices. But a Hermitian positive semidefinite 
matrix cannot have ail its diagonal elements equal to zero, unless it is equal to 
the zero matrix. Thus, the lemma is proved. W 
MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an N x N matrix such that A*“A” = A* ‘Ak, where 
m, s, t, and k are integers such that m + s # t + k, and A0 = I,. If 
jtrj Al K ; 
0 
for some integer 0 -C j < r = rank A, 
then B = A/X is idempotent, and xtt-“’ = AS”- k, where X is the only nonzero 
eigenvalue of A, and x is the conjugate of X. 
Proof. Let X be a nonzero eigenvalue of A and Ax = Xx. Hence by 
Lemma 5, x*( A*“‘A” - A*‘Ak)x = 0 implies xmhS = xthk. This implies [XI”+” 
= Ihl’+s, which gives IhI= 1. Using Lemma 3, we have that the number of 
nonzero eigenvalues of A is equal to the rank of A and they are equal to X 
with hm-t _ - A’“- k. Define B = A/X. Then the eigenvahres of B are 1 or 0 
and B*“B” = R*“Bk. Since the rank of A is equal to the multiplicity of 
eigenvalue 1, we have by Lemma 1 
B=p ‘yr ; p-1, 
[ 1 
where P is nonsingular and J has ones down the main diagonal ones or zeros 
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above the main diagonal, and zeros elsewhere. Let 
p*p=F= F Fl2 
[ 1 G:, F22 
be positive definite. Then F,, is positive definite. Now, B*“‘B” = B*“Bk iff 
J*‘-mF1l=F1lIS-’ or J*t-mFllJf-m=FllJt+S-k~m=~*t+S~k~mFll is 
positive definite. This is possible iff J = I,,,. Hence 
z 0 
B=P 7’ [ 1 o p-l, 
which proves Theorem 1. n 
THEOREM 2. LetAbeanNxNmutrixwithrankr. LetB=(A+A*)/2 
have ranks. Let c # 0 be a complex number. Suppose any one of the 
following conditions holds: 
(1) tr, B # 0, 
(2) trs+rAA* = 0, 
(3) trk+ 1 AA* = 0, where k is the real part of trA/c, 
(4) trA = crank A, 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for B2 = cB is that c is real, and 
either 
A=cQ*[I’:~~’ jQ, trD,=O, 
where D, is a real diagonal matrix and Q is a unitary matrix, or 
AA* = A*A = 2cA - A’. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 of Khatri [5], it follows, without any of the four 
conditions stated in the above theorem, that for any square matrix E, 
EE* = E*E = 2E - E2 implies that (E + E*)/2 is idempotent. So if E = A/c, 
where c is a real constant, then AA* = A*A = 2cA - A2 implies that B2 = cB 
for B = (A + A*)/2. Also, if 
A=cQ *[ ‘,+014 ;]Q, 
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where Q is a unitary matrix, D, is a real diagonal matrix, and c is a real 
constant, then it is easy to see that 
A + A* 
B= -=CQ* [ 1, 0 B2 = cB. 
2 0 0 
1 Q implies 
Thus the sufficient condition B2 = cB is proved. 
Now assume B2 = cB. Let A = H + B, where H = (A - A*)/2 and B = 
(A + A*)/2. Let x be in the null space of A. Then 0 = x*Ax = x*Hx + x*Bx. 
Since H is skew Hermitian, x*Hx = 0. Since B2 = cB and B = B*, we have 
0 = x*Bx = x*(cB)x = x*B2x = x*B*Bx. This implies Bx = 0 and r is in the 
null space of B. Hence rank(null A) < rank(null B). Thus rank B < rank A. By 
Lemma 4, rank B = rank A. Note that since B = B2/c, we have tr, B # 0 iff 
tr, B2 # 0. So condition (1) of Lemma 4 can be replaced by tr, B # 0 for the 
case B = B’/c. Further, the real part of tr A is equal to c rank B and so c is 
real. Therefore the result follows from Theorem 1 of Khatri [5]. W 
The four parts of the next theorem can be added to Theorem 3 of Khatri 
[5] for completeness and may be proved in a manner similar to the proof of 
his theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be an N x N matrix. Then: 
(i) A*( AA*)’ = A( AA*)’ for some nonzero integer s iff A is Hermitian. 
or some rwnzero integer s iff A is normal or ,!“,‘p,*A)” = (AA*)” f 
(iii) A*( AA*)’ = A(AA*)’ for some integers s # t iff A = A3 and A = A*. 
* t or some integers s z t iff AA* = A*A is idempo- ten;i”, (A*A)” =(AA ) f 
THEOREM 4. Let A be an N x N matrix. Zf 
ltriAI~(~) for r=rankA andsome O< j<r, 
and 
trj _ 1 A 
either ~ 20 or 
trj+l A 
trj A 
~ > 0, 
trj A 
then any of the following conditions are necessary and sufficient for A to be 
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Hermitian idempotent: 
(1) A( A”,)’ = A*( AA*)‘, 
(2) A( AA*)’ = A*( AA*)“, 
(3) A( AA*)t = A( A*A)“, 
(4) ( AA*)S = ( A*A)t, 
For some integers s and t such that s # t. 
[Note that the condition (trj _ i A)/(trj A) >, 0 or (trj+ 1 A)/(trj A) > 0 is 
implied by conditions (1) and (2).] 
Proof. By Lemma 3 and Theorem 3 and by Theorem 3 of Khatri [5]. w 
THEOREM 5. Let A be an N x N matrix such that A*“‘AS = AkA*k, where 
m, s, and k are integers such that m + s # 2k. Zf ]trj A] k 
integer 0 < j < r = rank A, then X- ‘A is Hermitian idempotent, X” - k = 
Ak -‘, and X is the only rwnzero eigenvalue of A. 
Proof. If either m, s, or k is zero, then the result follows from Theorem 
1. So let m, s, and k be nonzero integers. By Lemma 1, 
A=P (: ; P-‘, 
[ 1 
where P is a nonsingular matrix; J is a nonsingular matrix having nonzero 
elements on its diagonal, ones or zeros on the first superdiagonal above its 
main diagonal, and zeros elsewhere; and A is a square matrix with ones or 
zeros on its first super-diagonal above its main diagonal and zeros elsewhere. 
Now A*“AS = AkA*k implies that 
(P*)-‘[ J*bn ;JP*P[; iJP-1 




[ 1 2 R3 
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with the submatrices appropriately dimensioned. So we have 
From the above equation we have that A*“‘RA’ = (RSP, RaAk) 
Rpl(R:Jk, R,Ak)* is nonnegative definite. Then by Lemma 11, 
(RXJk, R3Ak) = 0 and either Am = 0 or A” = 0. Hence we have 
R,=O, Ak = 0, and either A” = 0 or 11” = 0. (2) 
Using (2) in (l), we have that J*mRIJS = RIJkR; ‘J*R I is Hermitian positive 
definite. Let R, = T;CT,, where T, is an upper triangular matrix, and let 
B = T,JT,- ‘. Then B is an upper triangular rr x rl matrix with diagonal 
elements as the nonzero eigenvalues of A, and 
pmjjs = gkpk is positive definite. (3) 
Notice that rr<r and trjB=trjJ=trjA for j=l,2,...,r and trjB=trjA 
= 0 for j = rr + 1,. . . , rl. This gives the following condition: 
~trjB~>C;)>(~) for j=1,2 ,..., rr. 
Observe that the first diagonal element of B*“B” is XTPr and the first 
diagonal element of BkB*k is A”,%: + x with x >, 0. Hence from (3) we get 
hmp = xkxk + x 
1 1 1 1 
or IXIJm+s = lh,12k + x or IX,1 = (1+ *)l”“““Pzk’ 
Thus we have 
JArI> for m+s>2k, JX,(<l for m+s<2k. 
Now, interchanging rows and columns in J*“R 1 J” = R 1J kR ; ‘J* kR 1 we can 
bring the ith nonzero eigenvalue Xi in the first diagonal of .7 and arguing as 
above, we get 
lXil > 1 for m + s > 2k while lXil Q 1 for m + s < 2k for all i. (5) 
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Further, taking the determinant in (3), we get det B = det J and 
(det)m(detI)‘=(det)k(detJ)k for m+s#2k. 
This is possible iff ldet Jl = 1. Using (5), we get 
IAil = 1 for i=1,2 ,..., ri. 
Now using (4) and (6) in Lemma 3, we get 
r=r,=rankA=rankB, and Xi=X foralli. 
Using (6) in IhI”+” = lhlzk + X, we get x = 0, which implies that the first row 
of B is (A,O,..., 0). Then proceeding with the other rows successively, we get 
B = XI, and hence 
A=hP ‘d ; 
[ 1 hP_‘, 
so that A/A is an idempotent matrix. This proves Theorem 5. n 
NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR QUADRATIC 
FORMS TO BE CHI-SQUARE 
The trace of a matrix is fairly easy to compute; the generalized trace tr, 
can be implemented quite well on a computer. The tr, function can be very 
helpful in finding the rank of a Hermitian nonnegative definite matrix. Let H 
be Hermitian nonnegative definite. Then the largest integer r such that 
tr,H # 0 is the rank of H. If tr, H = 0 for some integer s, then the rank of H 
is less than s. If a matrix A is not Hermitian nonnegative definite, then since 
rank A = rank AA*, we can use tr, AA* to find the rank of A. For a 
Hermitian nonnegative definite matrix H, tr, H is always real and nonnega- 
tive for all positive integers s for which it is defined. 
The next theorem parallels the case when z is real and has a multivariate 
normal distribution. 
THEOREM 6. Let the p x 1 vector z be distributed as a complex multi- 
variate normal with mean 0 and covariance Z, where Z is possibly singular. 
Let H be a p x p Hermitian matrix. Then z*Hz is distributed as x2(2r)/2 iff 
ZHZHZ = ZHZ and r = rank(ZHZ) = tr(HZ). 
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Proof. Similar to the case when z is real and has a multivariate normal 
distribution. n 
THEOREM 7. Let z have a complex Gaussian distribution with mean 0 
and covariance Z. Then z*Hz - x2(2r)/2 iff 
for r=rank(ZHZ) andsome O<j<r 
and 
either 






and also any one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) 2(HZ)* = Z(HZ)“, where m and s are nonzero integers such that 
m f s and where H is a Hermitian matrix. 
(b) Z(HZH*Qm = Z(H*ZHE)“, where m and s are positive integers 
such that m z s. 
(c) ZHZ(H*ZHZ)” = ZH*Z(HZH*Z)“, where m and s are rwnnega- 
tive integers such that m # s. 
(d) ZHZ(HZH*Z)” = ZH*Z(HCH*Z)“, where m and s are integers 
such that m z s. 
Zf in the hypothesis of this theorem I: = I, then we have 
(e) ( H*)“‘HS = HP, where m, s, and p are nonzero integers such that 
m+s#p. 
Proof. The theorem with condition (a) or (e) is proved by Theorem 6 
and Theorem 1. The theorem with condition (b), (c), or (d) is proved by 
Theorem 6, Theorem 4, and Lemma 2. n 
Note that the above theorem with condition (a) and with m = 2 and s = 1 
gives Theorem 6. 
Note also that is z*Hz > 0, where z has a complex Gaussian distribution 
with mean 0 and covariance E = ZT*, then y*T*HTy > 0 for any complex 
vector y. By Lemma 2, we have that T*HT is Hermitian nonnegative 
definite. Hence ZH*Z = ZHZ is nonnegative definite. Therefore, under the 
assumption z*Hz > 0, all conditions (a) to (e) in Theorem 7 are equivalent. 
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THEOREM 9. Let z have a complex Gaussian distribution with mean 0 
and covariance Z. Let H be a Hermitian nonnegative definite matrix. Let 
T 
trj HZ C 
0 j 
forsome O<j<r=rank(HZ). 
Then z*Hz - x2(2r)/2 iff any one of the following conditions hold: 
(a) (ZH)“(HZ)” = (ZH)P(HZ)9, where m, s, p, and q are nonzero 
integers and m + s # p + q. 
(b) (HIZ)m(XH)S=(HX)P(ZH)9, where m, s, p, and q are nonzero 
integers and m + s f p + q. 
(c) ( HZ)m = ( HZ)P, where p and m are rumzero integers and m + p. 
(d) (XH)m(HE)S=(HZ)k(ZH)k, where m, s, and k are nonzero in- 
tegers and m + s z 2k. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, Theorem 5, and Theorem 6. 
Suggestions made by the referee have been most helpful towards im- 
proving the presentation of the results. The authors give special thanks to the 
referee. 
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